Petit
Wall and steplight luminaires for the outdoors
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PETIT Wall applique

Petit,
accent light
as wall lights
and marker.

Petit, in its double version,
as wall applique or marker,
suggests a creative use of
light.

IP protection
IP65
Insulation class
CLASS III  STEPLIGHT
CLASS I y WALL APPLIQUE
Mechanical resistence
IK 07
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MINIPETIT Steplight

Petit applique, conceived for the higher part
of the wall, it draws a sharp and expressive
light effect on the vertical surface. With the
steplight version instead the light is directed
towards the walkway and enhances the space
and the texture of the materials.
Both versions have reduced dimensions
leading to maintain the same design language
within the project. Petit is an outdoor
luminaire but due to its minimal dimensions
and elegant shapes, it can also be used for the
indoors, especially in spas and humid areas.
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Steplight

Wall applique

LED

3 cm

Reflector
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Wall applique: vertical light
without glare

Steplight: well defined beam
on the horizontal plane

Petit applique is conceived to design a
precise light effect on the vertical surface.
Its sharp beam starts only 3cm below the
product. To maximize the visual comfort,
the LED is properly concealed behind a
polycarbonate reflector and totally hidden
from the direct view. Maximum
attention has been paid also to the finish
of the reflector, which is photo etched in
the joining lines to assure a perfect
distribution of the beam with improved
uniformity.

Minipetit is a steplight to be placed at the
bottom of the wall. Its uniform beam extends
from the wall towards the ground in front,
opening in a characteristic rounded shape
that seems like a petal. The rearward position
of the LED and its tilted position inside the
optical system, have been designed to project
the beam horizontally, enhancing a wide
portion of the front surface.
The finishing of the photo etched shutter and
the transparent glass, contribute to draw a
sharp and graphic light beam.

LED
Reflector
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Wall applique

85°

Wall
Applique,
minimal
shapes to
draw with
light
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With its elegant silhouette
Petit Applique hide itself
within the architecture while
emphasizing the lit effect.
The minimal and compact design of this
smooth overhang allows Petit applique to
be integrated harmoniously into the context:
the wall becomes a white canvas while the light
turns into the protagonist of the scene in a
game of light and shade effects. The
fastening clip-on system and the transparent
flush glass contribute to draw an extremely
simple shape without any visible screws.
Petit Applique is perfect for residential and
hospitality projects to characterize a main
entrance or facades, porches and terraces. It
can be used with the beam facing downwards,
or upwards, to enhance architectural details of
a ceiling or a vault.
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Steplight

A miniaturized luminaire that
disappears in the wall and
allowing the light to be the
main protagonist of the space.

Step marker light,
in the palm of
your hand
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With its extremely small size, Minipetit
Steplight explores the theme of the
miniaturization to offer new possibilities
of integration between light and architecture.
The product placed at the bottom of the wall,
ensures a functional walkway light, or scans
a path with graphic signs and geometries or
enhances the texture of materials.
The fixation to its base and therefore to the
wall is done with an hexagon screw totally
concealed to the view.
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Private villa, Italy - Arch. Studio Varischi - Geom. Berlendis © ph. Mario Bertani

Colours to
blend into
the outdoor
environment
PETIT Wall Applique

.01

.14

White

Aluminium grey

.24

Anthracite grey

S.1810W
COB LED 3000K CRI90
Rated luminaire luminous flux 1032lm
Rated input power 14,5W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC ON/OFF Not Dimmable
Computer-simulated photometrics

102

130

145

71

MINIPETIT Steplight
S.1801W
HIGH-POWER LED 3000K CRI90
Rated luminaire luminous flux 160lm
Rated input power 4,1W 24V DC
Requires constant voltage remote power
supply 24V DC

35

Petit Applique and Minipetit
Steplight, in their different
finishes can easily match the
ambiences of both the day and
the night.
White, aluminium grey and anthracite grey
are the colours selected for the standard
versions.
The Petit range, can also be requested
(with surcharge) in other standard
colours available in Simes catalogue or in
any RAL colours*.

48

65

78

.07

Dark
green

.09

.20

Black Burnished
bronze

RAL*

(* with minimum order quantity)
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